The thixotropic effect of the synovial fluid in squeeze-film lubrication of the human hip joint.
The thixotropic (shear-thinning) effect of the synovial fluid in squeeze-film lubrication of the human hip joint is evaluated, taking into account filtration of the squeezed synovial film by biphasic articular cartilage. A porous, homogeneous, elastic cartilage matrix filled with the interstitial ideal fluid, with the intact superficial zone (of lower permeability and stiffness in compression) already disrupted or worn away, models an early stage of arthritis. Due to a high viscosity of the normal synovial fluid at very low shear rates, the squeezed synovial film at a fixed time after the application of a steady load is found to be much thicker in a small central part of the lubricated contact area. In the remaining part, the film is thin as it corresponds to the Newtonian fluid with the same high-shear-rate viscosity. Filtration is lower for the normal cartilage with the intact superficial zone due to its lower permeability and compression stiffness. But even in the fictitious case of zero filtration, calculations show that the effect of thixotropy on the increase of the minimum synovial film thickness would manifest itself as late as after several tens of seconds since the physiologic load application. At that time, this thickness would be as low as about 0.3 microm. It follows that thixotropy of the normal synovial fluid (and so much more of the inflammatory fluid) is irrelevant in squeeze-film lubrication of both the normal and arthritic human hip joints.